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Websites
At the other extreme 
If smart dust, intelligent motes
and speckled computing are all
nano driven programmes, one
of the most relevant websites,
that positively boasts the other
extreme in equipment, is Specs
Scientific Instruments, with
nearly two decades of experi-
ence in the field of Ultra High
Vacuum products.
It is, says its web introduction,
a leading manufacturer and
distributor of surface analysis
and thin film deposition com-
ponents and systems for LT-
STM, XPS, UPS, ISS,AES, SAM,
SEM, LEED, EELS,ARUPS,
ARXPS, PEEM, LEEM, SIMS and
SNMS, MBE Components,
Effusion Cells, K-cells, RF-
sources, Plasma Sources,
Accelerator Components,
Beam-lines for Synchrotron
Radiation Facilities, and
Monochromators for hard and
soft X-rays. Started in 1983 by a
group of engineers, cooperation
with a Berlin based pharmaceuti-
cal company provided the means
to constantly develop new ideas
into new products.By taking over
the surface analysis operations of
Leybold AG in Cologne - a leader
in the area of surface analysis -
SPECS acquired a comprehensive
service and support network.
Now the HQ is located in the
middle of Berlin and the compa-
ny has offices in the US and holds
over 20 worldwide patents.
It’s an unpretentious site, with
good clear pictures of comfort-
ably large equipment, that pro-
vide all the pleasure that can
come from contemplating a ship-
cathedral engine or the workings
of steam machinery. Nano, for-
ever doomed to being compared
to invisible mites, bugs and frag-
ile hair dimensions, is always
going to lack something, living as
it does at the edge of virtuality.
Web: http://www.specs.com
Web approaches to time lines is interesting
and in the semiconductor field that of Bell
Laboratories’ timeline “highlights the impact
of physical sciences research on communica-
tion technology and on the communications
industry during the last one hundred and
twenty five years. Major milestones in key
technologies (electronics and photonics)
underlying the communications revolution
are transistors, integrated circuits, micro-
processors, semiconductor lasers, optical
fibers and other light-wave components.
Fundamental advances in solid-state physics,
materials science and quantum optics during
the last sixty years enabled these break-
throughs.These fields have their conceptual
roots in electromagnetism and quantum theo-
ry and their rapid progress has in turn been
dramatically accelerated by the electronics
and photonics revolution.
This tight interplay of science and technology,
so fruitful for the communications industry,
has been the hallmark of Bell Laboratories
since their inception.The chart contains hun-
dreds of entries and illustrations highlighting
important advances in R&D and products,
organised in three eras: the Era of the Electron
and Electromagnetism, the Era of Quantum
Mechanics and Solid-State Physics, and the Era
of Photonics.
Bell Laboratories’ timeline runs from 1820 to
2016, but it's worth noting that the lines cease
in the photonics era of 1999, as it virtually
does for the timeline of the NASA space pro-
gramme, which just makes it into 2000.
Web: http://www.bell-labs.com/org/physi-
calsciences/timeline/
Web: http://chaos1.hypermart.net/tnas/
Actually, if you like timelines, and multiple lay-
ered ones are by far the most thought provok-
ing, an enormous list to try lurks at:
Web:
http://www2.canisius.edu/~emeryg/time.html
Timelining
SPECS ‘cathedral’ MBE systems
Wind and sun 
Frenchwoman and MSc,
Raphaëla le Gouvello success-
ful completed an 8000 km
single-handed windsurf cross-
ing of the Pacific Ocean in
November. The voyage was
completed using only wind
and solar energy. Six sails -
areas ranging from 4.2-7.4m2
- a carbon fibre mast and alu-
minium wishbone were the
only 'engines', with Raphaëla
herself and 17 years of wind-
surfing experience. Flexible
solar cells provide up to 12V
and 120W, charging batteries
critical for navigation, coms
and the production by desali-
nation of drinking water. On
12V the system provides 5
litre/hour. The solar cells
derive from EU spacecraft
technology. A major chal-
lenge was to navigate the
550kg board as when there is
a lift, the board has a reaction
delay due to inertia when
waves come over the board,
and the body must take the
strain. If it rained her glasses
obscured vision. The wind-
surfer is 7.80m long and has
a watertight sleeping com-
partment. Unsinkable, it is
hard to right when capsized.
For her trip, a special airbag
was developed for tipping
the board upright, but it is
only used as a last resort, as it
can damage the craft.With
the objective to make the
crossing in 80 days, Gouvello
had to achieve an average
100km daily, and optimise to
get the best speed, where
some days were with very lit-
tle or no wind.
Web: http://www.esa.int/
export/esaCP/index.html
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